The importance of location in contact networks: Describing early epidemic spread using spatial social network analysis.
This paper explores methods for describing the dynamics of early epidemic spread and the clustering of infected cases in space and time when an underlying contact network structure is influencing disease spread. A novel method of describing an epidemic is presented that applies social network analysis to characterise the importance of both spatial location and contact network position. This method enables the development of a model of how these clusters formed, incorporating spatial clustering and contact network topology. Based on data from the first 30 days of the 2007 equine influenza outbreak in Australia, clusters of infected premises (IPs) were identified and delineated using social network analysis to integrate contact-tracing and spatial relationships. Clusters identified by this approach were compared to those detected using the space-time scan statistic to analyse the same data. To further investigate the importance of network and spatial location in epidemic spread, kriging by date of onset of clinical signs was used to model the spatio-temporal spread without reference to underlying contact network structure. Leave-one-out cross-validation was used to derive a summary estimate of the accuracy of the kriged surface. Observations poorly explained by the kriged surface were identified, and their position within the contact network was explored to determine if they could be better explained through analysis of the underlying contact network. The contact network was found to lie at the core of a combined network model of spread, with infected horse movements connecting spatial clusters of infected premises. Kriging was imprecise in describing the pattern of spread during this early phase of the outbreak (explaining only 13% of the variation in date of onset of IPs), because early dissemination was dominated by network-based spread. Combined analysis of spatial and contact network data demonstrated that over the first 30 days of this outbreak local spread emanated outwards from the small number of infected premises in the contact network, up to a distance of around 15km. Consequently, when a contact network structure underlies epidemic spread, we recommend applying a method of spatial analysis that incorporates the network component of disease spread. Linking the spatial and network analysis of epidemics facilitates inference of the methods of disease transmission, providing a description of the sequence of spatial cluster formation.